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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2018 examination series.

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied.

Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/classical-greek-h044-
h444-from-2016/ for full details of the assessment for this 
qualification. These exemplar answers should also be read 
in conjunction with the sample assessment materials 
and the June 2018 Examiners’ report or Report to Centres 
available from Interchange https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
Home.mvc/Index

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2019. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/classical-greek-h044-h444-from-2016/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/classical-greek-h044-h444-from-2016/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/classical-greek-h044-h444-from-2016/
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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Exemplar 1 

Question 1(a) 2/2 marks

Examiner commentary
Note that the examiner has queried “dangerous affair” but on reflection has concluded that comprehension is adequate to award the 
second mark

Question 1(b) 3/3 marks

Examiner commentary
Again, the wording is different to that in the Mark Scheme (and not directly corresponding to the Greek) but the comprehension is 
essentially correct

Question 2(a) 5/5 marks

Question 2(b) 3/3 marks
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Question 2(c) 4/5 marks

Examiner commentary
The Mark Scheme insists on “terrible” rather than “strange” as the story-logic clearly points to “terrible”. Worth noting that this 
distinction is made in the GCSE DVL.

Question 3(a) 3/4 marks

Examiner commentary
The Mark Scheme makes clear that the acceptable meanings of the verb must logically make clear the hypocrisy of these people.

Question 3(b) 3/3 marks

Question 4 8/10 marks

Examiner commentary
Section (i) gained 5/5 but section (ii) contained two substantial errors; and with the English not making a complete sentence, 4/5 
would be generous. “More than half right” is the best descriptor.
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Question 5(a) 1/1 mark

Examiner commentary
Accepted. Some examiners would annotate this with a tick and not annotate (eg) 5b-d

Question 5(b) 1/1 mark

Question 5(c) 1/1 mark

Question 5(d) 1/1 mark

Question 6(a) 1/1 mark

Question 6(b) 1/1 mark

Examiner commentary
Benefit of doubt.
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Question 6(c) 1/2 marks

Examiner commentary
See the Mark Scheme.

Question 7(a) 1/2 marks

Examiner commentary
See the Mark Scheme.

Total 44/50 marks

Question 7(c) 3/3 marks

Question 7(b) 3/3 marks
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Exemplar 2 

Question 1(a) 2/2 marks

Examiner commentary
1/2 for the first two (as in MS); third mark awarded on balance of comprehension.

Question 1(b) 2/3 marks

Question 2(a) 3/5 marks

Examiner commentary
Additional information not penalised, as is standard practice for comprehension questions. “found” and “advance” incorrect so total 
mark is 3.

Question 2(b) 3/3 marks

Examiner commentary
Wordy, but comprehension is correct.
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Question 2(c) 2/5 marks

Examiner commentary
“It was terrible” and “the man had been saved” credited; “a little time before” not credited because the punctuation shows that it 
applies to the wrong clause. This illustrates the difference between translation (where the correct translation “a little time before” 
would be credited on its own) and comprehension, where the phrase has become meaningless.

Question 3(a) 3/4 marks

Examiner commentary
Maximum of 3 because the response clearly misses the idea of hypocrisy, stating that these are two different groups of people.

Question 3(b) 3/3 marks
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Question 4 9/10 marks

Examiner commentary
Section (i) gained 5/5 and section (ii) was mostly correct but with a clear error in “happen to do”. (“by all of you” alone would probably 
attain 5/5, as it is - just - a possible construal).

Question 5(a) 1/1 mark

Question 5(b) 1/1 mark

Question 5(c) 1/1 mark

Question 5(d) 1/1 mark
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Examiner commentary
Alternative construal with “motion away from” was discussed but examiners determined not to accept this.

Question 6(a) 0/1 mark

Question 6(b) 1/1 mark

Question 6(c) 1/1 mark

Question 7(a) 2/2 marks
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Question 7(c) 1/2 marks

Examiner commentary
According to the rubric, at least the first two marks may not be awarded as the candidate has hedged their bets. However there is so 
little “explanation” in the first answer that the examiner has given BOD to allow the third mark in the second.

Total 38/50 marks

Question 7(b) 2/2 marks
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Exemplar 3 

Question 1(a) 2/2 marks

Examiner commentary
“necessarily dangerous” allowed as comprehension is good.

Question 1(b) 3/3 marks

Question 2(a) 3/5 marks

Examiner commentary
See the Mark Scheme for discussion of παρ-.
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Question 2(b) 1/3 marks

Examiner commentary
"to send detachments” correct; the other points clearly not understood.

Question 2(c) 3/5 marks

Examiner commentary
“a few days before” not credited (very specific added meaning not justified); “go on another danger” does not convey much 
comprehension.

Question 3(a) 2/4 marks

Examiner commentary
As for Exemplar 1, the hypocrispy has not been conveyed here; and “things of war” is not transparent either.
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Question 3(b) 2/3 marks

Examiner commentary
“even dared in danger” not credited.

Question 4 7/10 marks

Examiner commentary
Section (i) is more than half right but not “almost correct”: “thinking how terrible…” is inappropriate (indicating confusion with ὡς) 
and the negative is mis-handled.  Section (ii) is almost correct but "succeed in all the justices" is not meaningful.
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Question 5(a) 1/1 mark

Question 5(b) 1/1 mark

Question 5(c) 0/1 mark

Question 5(d) 1/1 mark

Question 6(a) 0/1 mark

Question 6(b) 0/1 mark

Examiner commentary
"going with infinitive" is not precise engough.
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Question 7(a) 1/2 marks

Examiner commentary
No explanation offered.

Question 7(b) 1/3 marks

Examiner commentary
“having been saved” and “perfect participle” each would gain the first mark on their own.

Question 7(c) 0/3 marks

Total 28/50 marks

Question 6(c) 1/1 mark
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Question 8
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Exemplar 4 
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Examiner commentary

Question Total Mark Notes

8i 5 5 Participle construction +.

8ii 5 5

8iii 5 5 φθανειν +.

8iv 5 5 Second genitive absolute so no +.

8v 5 5 λοχος does mean in some sense “place” (although the candidate has presumably 
confused λοφος) and morphology is good, so allowed to pass as a single slight error.

8vi 5 5

8vii 5 5

8viii 5 4 ἐλεγχω meaning “accuse” properly takes acc. inf. construction; together with case of 
βοηθησων, two slight errors.

8ix 5 5

8x 5 5

Total 50 49
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Question Total Mark Notes

8i 5 4 Two separated errors so maximum of 4 marks.

8ii 5 4 πυθεστθαι on its own would be a major error: construction (no future) and vocabulary.

8iii 5 4
8iv 5 4 ἐπιστευσε is a vocabulary error, judged major in this short section (in a longer or 

more difficult section, this might be treated as a slight error considering the good 
morphology).

8v 5 3 ἐδοκει missing a dative; το definite article; τινες wrong case and ἐπιτηδειαις wrong 
declension and gender (with consequential error in πολλαις). Sentence structure 
however is generally sound and vocabulary appropriate. Overall “less than half right” 
would be too harsh.

8vi 5 3 Again, various errors but overall structure is sound.

8vii 5 3 του… εἰποοντος does not connect properly; wrong tense of ἐδει for reported speech; 
and the sense of ἀπολαμβανω is not very appropriate to rulers. Again, overall structure 
is mostly sound so below 3/5 would be too harsh.

8viii 5 4 Several slight errors, but morphology is generally sound and these are marginal issues so 
3/5 seems too harsh in such a difficult section.

8ix 5 5 Difficult to read the main verb here (φ/ψ?) so benefit of doubt given to make this a slight 
error.

8x 5 5

Total 50 39

Examiner commentary
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Exemplar 6 
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Question Total Mark Notes

8i 5 4 Error of morphology in main verb ἐπορεατο; conflict of accusative and dative in τοις 
Ἀχαιους. + for stylish use of δη.

8ii 5 2 Extra article των is problematic in the genitive absolute, and the participle tense does 
not reflect the sequence of events; πεισονται +dat. is confused, so the overall sentence 
structure does not work (and this is often the decider between 2 or 3 /5).

8iii 5 3 No + for οὐν due to incorrect position (a very basic particle). Dangling ὁ. + for genitive 
sandwich. Dative is not re-penalised; but errors mount up (λαμβανειν is very weak 
vocabulary for “capture”) so 4 would clearly be too generous; 2 though would not reflect 
that the sentence structure is sound.

8iv 5 3 ἐδοξε adequately handled (+ in next section) but case error in μαθων and construction 
awry in second half (wrong case of λοχαγους or wrong verb form), so 3 seems right.

8v 5 4 “some” in English not translated and τα unhelpful, so maximum of 4. Paraphrase for 
“provisions” acceptable.

8vi 5 4 Wrong position of οἱ discounted as this seems like a continuing confusion over use of 
the article and particles. Major error in formation of genitive absolute so maximum of 4.

8vii 5 2 Several major errors here as annotated; so although vocabulary mostly good and in 
appropriate order, the wrong constructions mean that this is at best “less than half right”.

8viii 5 4 + for τε… και.  A longer and tricky section with three problematic constructions, which 
are mostly in good order (the ὁ is arguably CON) so errors or morphology are treated as 
minor here.

8ix 5 4 One substantial error (unclear who the subject of the verb is to be).  Following MS, 
τας των Ἀχαιων πολεις is credited as an idiom (nb earlier genitive sandwich was 
credited and were this not specifically listed as + in the MS, an examiner would normally 
be expected not to credit another example of the same stylistic point unless differently 
implemented).

8x 5 5 + for stylish use of δη in section (i)

+ for genitive sandwich in section (iii)

+ for τε… και in section (viii)

τας των Ἀχαιων πολεις is credited as an idiom in section (ix)

Total 50 35

Examiner commentary
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